This Release Sheet complements our most recent catalogue (164) by flagging up new releases and bargain offers that have recently become available - or are due out imminently. Look out for Issue 1 later in January which will include a whole lot more new goodies.
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SPECTRUM 2CD £6.50
SPECKX2079 Desmond Dekker: #007 - The Best Of. Remastered versions of early ska and reggae hits plus many rarities.

STEFAN GROSSMAN GUITAR WORKSHOP CD £24.50
SGW9343 John Miller: Hillbilly Blues Guitar. As the country blues began to grow as a recorded art form in the mid-20s, it was also becoming apparent that it was not only Afro-Americans who were playing and listening. This DVD presents the songs of Clarence Greene, Dick Justice, Frank Hutchison, Sam McGhee and more - including their original versions to enhance the enjoyment and instructional potential of the DVD.

TALKING ELEPHANT CD £13.15
TECD188 Ten Years After: Hear Them Calling. Reissued 16-track best of compilation.

TOMPKINS SQUARE LP £18.85
TSQ2846 Calvin Keys: Swan-Neeg. Available on 180g vinyl, this is his 1971 classic debut of funky jazz guitar. Later to play with Ray Charles, Ahmad Jamal, Taj Mahal, Bobby Hutcherson and more, this is the album that first generated a buzz about his musical gifts

TRANCE + WRECK 2CD £13.50
TW0033 Chip Taylor: Yonkers NY. A deeply personal cycle of songs from one of America’s finest songwriters.

UPBEAT JAZZ CD £11.75
URCD252 Sister Rosetta Tharpe: The One And Only Queen Of Hot Gospel. 23 glorious tracks - plus never before heard recordings of her wedding ceremony conducted by gospel star Reverend Kelsey.

ZOHO 2CD £18.95
ZM201112 The Persuasions & Friends: Persuasions Of The Dead. Great vocal group and R&B.
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